Physics aspects of the Papillon technique-Five decades later.
The Papillon technique using 50-kVp soft X-rays to treat rectal adenocarcinomas was developed and clinically implemented in the 1960s. We describe differences between accurate dosimetry and clinical implementation of this technique that is extending from its very inception to date. A renaissance of the Papillon technique occurred with two recently introduced 50-kVp systems: Papillon+ by Ariane and a custom-made rectal applicator (consisting of a surface applicator inserted into a proctoscope) by iCAD's Xoft Axxent Electronic Brachytherapy (eBT) System (iCad, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). In contrast to the initial design, we investigated the impact of introducing a plastic lid, which would provide more reproducible and more accurate dose delivery across the rectal adenocarcinoma patient population. We use both parallel-plate chamber and radiochromic film dosimeters to determine differences in basic dosimetry characteristics (beam half-value layers, outputs, percent depth doses, and profiles) between the Xoft Electronic Brachytherapy rectal applicator system with and without the plastic lid in place. Compared to the open-cone applicator, the proposed applicator with the plastic lid produces a slightly harder (more penetrating) beam quality (half-value layer of 1.4 vs. 1.3-mm Al), but with reduced output (by 33%), and a slightly broader beam with flatness not worse than 3% and symmetry not worse than 2%. In addition to characterizing beam properties modified by the possible introduction of the plastic cap, we also pointed out and addressed misconceptions in the use of radiochromic films for dose measurements at low-energy photon beams.